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Douglas Stewart Raitt (1903–1944) was born in 
Aberdeen on 18th January 1903, the son of John Raitt a 
chemical works manager, and educated at Robert 
Gordon's College, Aberdeen (Russell, 1945). A triple 
graduate of the University of Aberdeen (B.Sc. 1926; 
Ph.D. 1930; D.Sc. 1937), he married Jane Ferrier on 
2nd November 1932 (Mackintosh, 1960). Before the 
Second World War, he served on the staff of the Marine 
Laboratory of the Fishery Board for Scotland, 
Aberdeen. He was elected a Fellow of the Linnean 
Society of London on 7th March 1935, his application 
supported by three influential signatories: William 
Thomas Calman FRSE, FRS (1871–1952), Stanley 
Wells Kemp FRS (1882–1945) and Isabella Gordon 
OBE (1901–1988). Elected a Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh in 1936 he was appointed 
Buckland lecturer for 1940, although the outbreak of 
war prevented his delivery of the projected series of 
lectures on his specialist focus - the haddock 
(Melanogrammus aeglefinus) (Russell, 1945), and he 
was seconded to the Home Security Department and 
appointed assistant for the Highlands. Later, he went on 
to hold a similar post in the Edinburgh and South-east 
of Scotland area, ending-up as principal assistant to 
District Commissioner Sir John Phin (1881–1955) 
(Anonymous, 1944). 
 
A man of many parts, he was also a writer of plays and 
songs. He wrote one of the productions of the 
University of Aberdeen Students' Gala weeks (Raitt, 
1933a) - annual events featuring musical, theatrical and 
comedic elements held since 1921. The 1933 show was 
re-written extensively and presented in its new form for 
a week in September 1934 to coincide with the third 
visit to Aberdeen of the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science. Raitt directed these shows in 
1931, 1933–1934 and 1938–1939, and participated 
therein as “Rab the Rhymer.” A popular performer, 
singing to his own piano accompaniment, he broadcast 
on the BBC from its Aberdeen studio.  
 
Tragically he was fatally injured in an accident at his 
home, Thriepley House, Lundie, Angus on 4th October 
1944 while attempting to start a car, when it moved off 
and ran over him (Anonymous, 1944). He left a wife 
and two children*. Russell (1945) averred that “all 

deplore that early death should have cut short the 
brilliant career opening before him.” Marine science 
has been blighted by car accidents: Sir John Murray 
KCB, FRS (1841–1914) was killed when his motor car 
overturned near his home in Edinburgh, and Edward 
Flanders Robb "Ed" Ricketts (1897–1948) was killed 
when a passenger train hit his car in Monterey, 
California.  
 
The haddock was central to Raitt's professional career. 
Curing haddock by smoking had become commonplace 
in Scotland by 1830. Fish were split so as to lie flat, 
then smoked over a peat fire - a method that originated 
at Findon in Scotland and was widely copied (Gray, 
1978). In Aberdeen such fish, smoked with turf, were 
called Finnan haddies, the product being taken by 
coach and sea to Edinburgh and Glasgow and by 
steamship to London. These and Arbroath smokies, 
another form of smoked haddock, remain a Scottish 
delicacy. Of course fresh haddock was consumed in 
Scotland and no small part in its promotion was played 
by immigrant Italians who opened fish-and-chip shops, 
first in Glasgow then in Edinburgh and elsewhere: 
between 1890 and 1914 their number increased from 
750 to 4,500 (Coull, 2008).  
 
Howell (1921) devoted a chapter in his book Ocean 
Research and the Great Fisheries to what he called 
“the haddock problem.” He noted that “about 
71.8 per cent of haddock came from the North Sea and 
they formed about 45.1 per cent of the North Sea catch 
in 1906.” Between 1906 and 1913 there was a serious 
"decline" in North Sea haddock that may have been a 
result of natural fluctuations, something to which the 
species is prone (due to disparate numbers of juveniles 
entering the population in different years: Adams, 
1996; Gulland, 1970), rather than the impact of steam 
trawling. Howell (1921) noted that the Norwegians had 
been collecting data bearing on the life-history of the 
species and felt that “British naturalists ought to be in 
close touch with all haddock investigations.” Raitt's 
work on the bionomics of the North Sea haddock 
(Raitt, 1930, 1933b, 1936, 1937a, 1939) was therefore 
most apposite in investigating the biology of this 
species which by that time ranked alongside the herring 
as the most significant food-fish in Scotland (Adams, 
1996). Haddock investigations had been initiated in 
Aberdeen by the then Scientific Superintendent (later 
Director) of the Marine Laboratory, Dr Alexander 
Bowman (1876–1941), and brilliantly executed by Dr 
Harold Thompson (1890–1957) (see references in 
Hardy, 1959). When Thompson left for Newfoundland, 
Raitt was given charge of the haddock work (Russell, 
1944).  
  
Supplementing his haddock researches, Raitt published 
two papers on amphipod crustaceans (Raitt, 1929, 
1937b), both bearing on fishery issues. Benthic 
Amphipoda play an important role as a source of 
demersal fish food, indeed Raitt's 1937b paper was 



based partly on an analysis of haddock stomach 
contents and partly on benthic sampling using a 
Petersen grab. Raitt's 1929 paper, which confirmed 
earlier observations (Faulkner, 1925), referred to dead 
cod (Gadus morhua) with no outwards sign of 
infestation whose ovaries were being consumed by 
scavenging lysianassid amphipods Tmetonyx cicada; 
these appeared to have entered via the oviducts 
probably after the cod had died when bad weather 
delayed hauling of ground nets.  
  
Away from haddock, as a side-line Raitt turned his 
attention to sandeels (Russell, 1944). The belief that 
there were only three species of sandeel in U.K. waters, 
viz. Hyperoplus lanceolatus, Ammodytes tobianus and 
Gymnammodytes semisquamatus, continued until 1934 
when Raitt discovered a fourth, deeper-water, species 
named now after its discoverer as Raitt's sandeel  
(A. marinus) and known also as the small sandeel. (A 
fifth species, H. immaculatus, was discovered in 1950: 
see https://britishseafishing.co.uk/Greater-and-lesser-
sandeel/). 
 
I am grateful to Lynda Brooks (Linnean Society of 
London) and Helen McGregor (Marine Scotland 
Science) for information received. 
 
*Raitt's son, Douglas Ferrier Stewart Raitt, born in 
1935, followed in his father's footsteps as a fishery 
scientist, obtaining a Ph.D. for research on the norway 
pout (Trisopterus esmarkii) from the University of 
Aberdeen in 1967 and subsequently working at the 
Marine Laboratory, Aberdeen and at the Food and 
Agriculture Organisation in Rome.  
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